
Conclusion
Blood pressure can be controlled to the same degree
with either practice based self monitoring or usual
care. Self monitoring of blood pressure results in
worthwhile improvements in systolic blood pressure at
six months. How this early improvement might be
maintained requires further study. Self monitoring has
negligible costs, reduces practice consulting rates, and
is acceptable to patients. If the training associated with
self monitoring were performed by non-medical or lay
individuals then cost savings might be possible.
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What is already known on this topic

Home monitoring by hypertensive patients results in small but significant
reductions in blood pressure, though the studies with such findings
have largely been underpowered with inadequate length of follow up

No published randomised studies have evaluated self monitoring
outside the home

What this study adds

Small early reductions of blood pressure are achieved by self monitoring
in a community setting, but these are not maintained long term

The reductions seem to result from non-pharmacological mechanisms
rather more intensive treatment

Self monitoring is feasible in a community setting, highly acceptable to
hypertensive patients, and cost effective in the United Kingdom

Corrections and clarifications

Short Cuts
Readers might have been confused by some
inaccurate labelling of a figure in this section by
Alison Tonks (BMJ 2005;331:13-4, 2 July). In
preparing the figure to accompany the third item
(“Antibiotics don’t work for patients with cough”),
we ill-advisedly labelled the y axis as “Cumulative
percentage cured.” We should have said,
“Cumulative percentage feeling better.”

The future of health care in Africa
We inadvertently omitted to say that Eric Buch,
who cowrote this editorial with Lola Dare (BMJ
2005;331:1-2, 2 Jul), is also professor of health
policy and management at the University of
Pretoria, South Africa.

Editor’s Choice
In Fiona Godlee’s column in the issue of 16 July,
she said that the BMJ had never failed to come out
“in its 160 year history” (BMJ 2005;331). In fact, the
BMJ has been around for slightly longer than that.
It began life in 1833 as Transactions of the Provincial
Medical and Surgical Association. In 1840 it became
the Provincial Medical Journal, changing its name in
1845 to the British Medical Journal. Finally, in 1988,
it became the BMJ. However, we consider the
“official” start date of our journal to be 1840 as that
is when we began our volume numbering system;
some readers (and long serving staff) will remember
that we celebrated our 150th birthday in 1990.
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